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Overview 
 

One Belt, One Road is a modified (advanced) matrix game about China's efforts to recreate the 
ancient trade routes between Asia and Europe via sea (belt) and land (road). The "belt" is the Silk 

Road Economic Belt, designed to reinvigorate land-based trade and development in the countries 
on the historic Silk Road. The "road" is the Maritime Silk Road, designed to develop and protect 

China's sea-based lines of communication to the Middle East, Africa and Europe. One Belt, One 
Road (OBOR) demonstrates China's growing global geopolitical and economic ambitions 
through concerted efforts to increase access to ports, road and rail networks; improve its 

expeditionary military capabilities; and foster stronger economic and diplomatic relationships 
with its trading partners throughout Asia, Africa and Europe.  

 
China claims OBOR will not only benefit China, but also those countries and regions connected 
to it. Other countries, informed by aggressive Chinese activities in the South China Sea, view 

OBOR with suspicion. For example, India is concerned that OBOR could become a form of 
encirclement, as India lies between the sea and land corridors of OBOR. The United States is 

concerned OBOR success could empower China to dominate the maritime "global commons" 
and allow it to eclipse the US as the regional hegemon in the Indian and Western Pacific Oceans. 
These concerns could create a classic security dilemma in the region, although China claims 

OBOR is for peaceful economic purposes and the protection of regional trade. The game 
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explores the complex relationships between the major powers in the Indo-Asia-Pacific, focused 
primarily on the economic aspects and implications of OBOR. For the rest of this document the 

game is referred to fully as One Belt, One Road; the concept is referred to as OBOR.  
 

One Belt, One Road varies slightly from other matrix games in how the players make arguments 
and dynamically interact with one another during a turn. In traditional matrix games players take 
turns making individual arguments; in One Belt, One Road players make arguments in order, but 

may make multiple arguments in one turn based on their Diplomatic, Informational, Military, 
and Economic power, as well as react to other player arguments during their turns. Additionally, 

One Belt, One Road includes some structured and "pre-built" arguments in the form of the 
corridors of OBOR. It also includes several special rules and random events that may 
dramatically alter the trajectory of the game (as can happen in the real world).  

 
One Belt One Road is the sixth of a planned series of matrix games developed by the US Army 

War College, which aims to furnish national security professionals a role-playing forum for 
examining aspects of ‘gray conflict’.  For the purposes of this exercise, gray conflict is defined as 

“competitive interactions among and within state and non-state actors that fall between the 
traditional war and peaceable duality.” In One Belt One Road the competition may be primarily 
economic, but there are opportunities for other conflict. With their abundant space for creative 

player actions, ease of production, and general lack of formal structures, matrix games are well 
suited to replicate the ambiguity, complexity, and flexibility of gray conflict. Finally, geopolitical 

matrix games can provide insights into strategic options and approaches at the national level, as 
well as frame of reference development through immersive role play. 
 

Additional Background Reading: 
Protecting American Primacy in the Indo-Pacific:  
http://carnegieendowment.org/2017/04/25/protecting-american-primacy- in- indo-pacific-pub-

68754 
 

Understanding China’s Belt and Road Initiative: 
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/understanding-belt-and-road-initiative 
 

Matrix Games at the Army War College: 
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/matrix-games-at-the-us-army-war-college/ 

 
Kaliningrad 2017 Matrix Game at the US Army War College: 
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/kaliningrad-2017-matrix-game-at-the-us-army-war-

college/ 
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Matrix Games  
 

Welcome to the world of Matrix games.  A matrix game is a competitive, turn-based war-game 
centered on ‘structured argumentation’.  Players attempt to achieve objectives by making 

arguments to the adjudicating facilitator.  Players face few formal constraints.  Rather, the 
viability of their arguments is determined by the facilitator, who weighs them and the counter-

arguments of other players.  The facilitator then determines whether the action may occur, and 
what (if any) conditions govern it.  Many actions are permissible, but their outcomes are often 
uncertain; for these, players roll dice to determine whether an action succeeds or fails in its 

objective.  The general practice is for the active player to roll two dice (2d6), with a roll of seven 
or higher (58%) constituting success.  However, for certain actions, or in the case of an 

exceptionally persuasive argument, the facilitator may rule that a higher or lower roll is needed 
for success. The most common (and recommended) method is the use of Pros and Cons; for 
every valid Pro argument the facilitator adds 1 to the player's die roll; for every valid Con 

argument the facilitator subtracts 1 from the player's die roll. Many matrix games include role-
specific modifiers on certain actions – for example, someone playing as the central government 

in a multi-national state might have a -1 modifier on actions taken in an ethnic minority zone, to 
signify the government’s lack of support within that constituency.   Play proceeds in a set order 
each turn, with non-player roles and events controlled by the facilitator or a subject matter expert 

(SME). 
 

Gameplay is usually represented on a map, though the latter serves more as a visual aid than a 
comprehensive representation.  In other words, the game ‘world’ extends beyond what is shown 
on the map, and many important components of gameplay occur off-map.  Concrete player assets 

(e.g., air, ground, sea and police forces), non-controllable factors (refugees) and abstract 
concepts (money, sanctions, morale) can be represented though simple markers, which provide 
the players a visual frame of reference.   

 
Matrix games are not intended to be fiercely competitive, with obvious winners and losers. 

Instead, they require players to generate a credible narrative.  It is from examining this narrative 
afterwards that players develop insights into the situation being depicted.  The objectives of one 
player-team will likely conflict with those of others; they may even conflict within player-teams.  

Similarly, it is possible (and even welcome) for all players to achieve some of their objectives by 
the end of the game.  Matrix games lend themselves well to audiences with fixed time strictures.  

Being easy to play, they are easy to teach to newcomers.  If you can say ‘this happens for the 
following reasons’ you can play a matrix game.  
 

One thing that should be noted about matrix games is the centrality of the facilitator.  Because 
they are based on ad-hoc adjudication, matrix games require energetic, effective, and 

knowledgeable umpires. Ideally the facilitation team consists of the Facilitator, who is neutral 
and focused on keeping the game flowing and arbitrating the arguments and die roll modifiers, 
and a SME, who is a regional expert and can provide context, role play neutral countries, 

organizations and other non-state actors, and in general prevent players unfamiliar with the 
region from making truly unrealistic arguments (while trying not to overly restrict player 

creativity). 
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Basic Gameplay 
 
There are six players or player-teams in One Belt, OneRoad: China, India, Russia, ASEAN 
(Association of South East Asian Nations), the EU (European Union) and the USA and its Allies 

(Japan, Korea and Australia1). If there are many players, player-teams can be formed and divided 
into different roles within each team: head of state and his/her diplomatic, information, military 

and economic advisors (or any combination thereof based on the number of players on a team). 
How the team interacts and makes decisions and presents game arguments is up to them, 
although the head of state should nominally be in charge! 

 
Gameplay is represented on a large map centered on Asia, demarcated to show national borders 

and the Tibetan and Uyghur ethnic minorities in China (Tibet and Xinjiang respectively).  The 
map also shows the region’s major urban centers, oil and natural gas pipelines, and the proposed 
OBOR economic corridors. Various play aids line the outside of the mapboard. Each player team 

has a variety of tokens representing personnel, assets, equipment, and actions.   
 

Gameplay is turn-based (called rounds), with players taking their turns in a set sequence. One 
game round represents 3-5 years (China estimates OBOR may take 30-35 years to complete). 
Prior to actual game start, it is recommended that players have a set amount of time to develop a 

strategy and negotiate with other players if they desire. At the end of this "diplomatic phase" the 
player's return to the game map prepared to play. They make public announcements if they desire 

(e.g., policy statements, propaganda, etc.).  
 
Game Round Sequence  

0A. Reset DIME Chits 
0B. Facilitator Draws and Implements Random Event Card 
1. China Player Turn 

2. India Player Turn 
3. Russia Player Turn 

4. ASEAN Player Turn 
5. EU Player Turn 
6. US and Allies Player Turn 

7. Non-player countries as determined by the facilitator and/or SME 
 

When playing with teams of players, it is suggested that turns be divided into two phases.  
During the first phase, players/teams should discuss among themselves their proposed actions 
and then record them in writing so they are readily available. This phase should also include 

negotiations or communications between player teams.  After these have been concluded, the 
leaders of each team should gather around the map with the facilitator and subject matter expert 

and make their respective arguments for this turn in the order provided.  Each game turn 
represents a period of 3-5 years, so the facilitator must ensure that player team actions are at the 

                                                 
1 Thailand and the Philippines, while treaty partners, are represented within ASEAN. The US can use their treaty 

status to provide aid and support directly to either. US treaty partners are marked by a circle and star on the map. 

Taiwan is not a full treaty partner of the US, but the Taiwan Relations Act calls for peaceful resolution of its status 

with China and allows for US arms sales and other support to maintain a credible defense. 
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strategic level, not tactical.  At the end of each round, the facilitator should provide a quick 
summary of any new ‘facts’ established by the preceding actions (note-taking during gameplay is 

therefore highly recommended).    
 

Player Arguments 
 

There is an exceptionally broad variety of arguments players can make within the game.  An 
exhaustive list is therefore not possible, but arguments in One Belt, One Road are supported by 
one or more of the elements of national power: Diplomatic, Information, Military, and 

Economic (DIME).  The player must propose which instrument his argument is best supported 
by, as each argument costs at least one DIME chit, representing an expenditure of national 

power. A player may support an argument with multiple DIME chits (gaining a +1 modifier for 
each chit beyond the first), representing a "whole of government" focus. Each country begins the 
game with the amount of DIME chits reflected in the DIME Chits Table below. So a player may 

make from one argument to as many arguments as he/she has DIME chits, depending on their 
strategy and focus for that turn. Note that the number of DIME chits reflects the amount of 

“disposable” national power a player country or organization could apply in the region, not 
necessarily its entire national power (this is why, for example, the US has only 2 Economic 
chits). 

 
Diplomatic: Arguments that involve more than one player team or neutral countries and external 

organizations generally fall under the purview of diplomacy.  It is suggested that players make 
diplomatic arguments before other arguments, although this is not required.  Examples of 
diplomatic arguments include (but are not limited to) negotiating access to OBOR corridors in 

other countries or regions, bilateral and multilateral agreements, diplomacy to affect influence, 
joint statements of purpose, etc. Diplomacy is conducted between a player team and a non-player 
through the facilitator. 

 
Information: Information, cyber and espionage operations enable players to influence neutral 

countries or regions, acquire vital information or undertake unconventional (and often covert) 
action. These include geographical, human, and signals intelligence, as well as various special 
operations (including sabotage, assassination, etc.).  Players may also submit in writing 

arguments they wish to keep secret to the facilitator for covert adjudication (while information 
arguments are the most likely to lend themselves to secrecy, any argument may be proposed to 

the facilitator as a secret argument).  Secret arguments should be limited as they can impact 
narrative development in the game. Another method to handle secret arguments is to make them 
public, but tell the other players they cannot act on their knowledge of the secret argument in the 

game. 
 

Military: Military arguments are often kinetic and involve the movement of physical assets, to 
include combat, occupation, and maneuver.  Many such arguments (e.g. combat and long-
distance transit) require a die-roll for resolution.  Military arguments may also involve military-

to-military engagement and exercises to build relationships and closer ties, or increased 
capabilities. Nearly all military arguments are represented through the movement of counters or 

tokens on the game board.  
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Economic: Economic arguments involve money, resources, infrastructure development, or trade. 
The key economic argument in One Belt One Road is Corridor Development (discussed in detail 

later).  
 

During each turn, players execute a number of arguments limited by the number of DIME chits 
they possess. They can execute arguments in any order they choose, and may also save chits to 
use during other player rounds within a turn to reinforce, react to, or oppose the current player's 

arguments. The number of DIME chits available to each player can vary over time. Chits are 
reset at the beginning of each turn. Only unused Economic Chits carry over from one turn to the 

next. 
 

Start DIME Chits Diplomatic Informational Military Economic 

China 1 1 1 3 

India 1 1 1 1 

Russia 1 1 1 1 

ASEAN 1 1 1* 1 

EU 1 1 1* 1 

US & Allies 2 1 2 2 

*With Caveats; see player briefs. 

 

OBOR Economic Corridors 

Economic development corridors are depicted by paths on the game map. Corridors represent the 

significant infrastructure development required for major international trade routes (e.g., roads, 
railroads, gas stations, rail yards, towns, ports, security, etc.). The corridors do not imply that 

infrastructure does not currently exist, but that to fulfill the vision of OBOR expanded or new 
infrastructure must be developed to increase the capacity to a level conducive to global trade. 

Players must start the game with access to a corridor, or make a successful argument to gain 

access to a corridor, in order to develop it using an economic chit. Development (placing an 
Economic chit on a corridor a player has access to) does not require an additional argument; 

simply place the chit on the corridor. Corridors are typically divided into segments by region; 
access for economic development must be negotiated for each segment by region.  
 

When a corridor is fully developed (all required economic chits per segment are filled) every 
player that has territory that intersects with the corridor receives +1 Economic Chit and +1 

Influence in the region(s) the corridor passes through.  
Additionally, every player that invested in the corridor but does not control territory that 
intersects with the corridor receives +1 Influence in the region(s) they invested in by segment 
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(i.e., not the whole corridor). All economic bonuses apply only as long as the corridor remains 
complete.  

The player who completed the most development in a corridor receives +1 Prestige (multiple in 
case of a tie). For the lengthier Central and Western Corridors, the bonuses are doubled (+2 E 

Chits, +2 Influence and +2 Prestige). When additional Economic Chits are gained, they are not 
available until after the reset phase of the next turn.  
 

Access to Corridors. Players cannot conduct economic development of corridors until they have 
access. Access to a corridor is broken into segments based on the player countries and neutral 

regions the corridor passes through. Access represents the diplomatic and economic negotiat ions 
between countries before development can begin. All players start with access to all corridor 
segments within their own countries. Starting access is depicted on the Corridor Tracker. The 

Tracker should be updated as players gain or lose access to corridor segments. Access to other 
player segments can be negotiated during the diplomacy phase of any turn without expending chits 

(terms are up to the players). A player may attempt to force access to another player country via 
opposed argument (representing the desires of business interests versus the government 
represented by the player). Access to corridors within neutral countries must be successfully 

argued using DIME chits and is modified by the Regional Influence Matrix.  
 

Regional Corridor Access Tracker: 
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Miscellaneous Corridor Development Rules (modifiers for development arguments in an 

area a corridor passes thru): 

-Unrest, Insurgency, and Civil War sever economic corridors. When an economic corridor is 
severed players lose the economic chit bonus from the corridor until it is restored (not the one-

time Prestige and Influence bonuses). The economic chit is restored during the next reset phase. 
-Regional Influence affects Economic corridor development actions in that region (see Special 
Rules below).  

-Inactive corridors: potential corridors that could connect to OBOR are indicated by dashed lines. 
Economic development can begin on a potential corridor (based on access). However, players do 

not receive the benefits for completion of an inactive corridor until a successful argument 
(supported by at least one diplomatic or economic chit) is made to any countries that the corridor 
runs through  to open the inactive corridor (or player countries must agree to grant access or be 

forced to grant access via an opposed argument).  
-New corridors may be created by successful argument. A typical +1 corridor consists of 4 

economic development chits (e.g., a corridor between Vladivostok, Japan, South Korea and a 
port in China). The corridor must be opened per inactive corridors above.  
-If a player has access to or opens a corridor but does not invest in it with a reasonable period of 

game time (e.g., 1-2 turns), the Facilitator may remove access, have the non-player 
country/region agitate for economic development or other actions as determines by the 

Facilitator.  
 
Additional Special Rules 

 

Prestige: Prestige measures global attitudes toward a player country. Prestige is modified by +1 

for completing the majority of an economic corridor (both/all in case of a tie) and by event, 
argument, or facilitator/SME decision based on arguments/events.  
 

Start Prestige Prestige 

China 5 

India 7 

Russia 4 

ASEAN 7 

EU   6 

US & Allies 6 

 
 
Effects of Prestige: when a player country's Prestige reaches 9, +1 to arguments using 

Diplomatic chits, increasing to +2 at 12 and +3 at 15 (maximum).  
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Regional Influence Chart: the attitudes of neutral countries (grouped by region) are depicted on 
the Regional Influence Chart. The intent of the chart is to show alignment along two major axes: 

China and the USA, and Russia and the EU, with sub-axes for all other players. Each neutral 
region starts with its regional influence markers as depicted below. Markers may be moved 

during play by successful argument, effect of corridor completion, or by random event. The 
modifiers depicted on the chart are applied to all arguments related to that region/player country; 
positively for the countries in the quadrant in direction of the actual marker, negatively against 

the countries in the quadrant opposite the actual marker (e.g., if the South Asia marker is on the 
+1 square in the China quadrant opposite the USA, China gets +1 for all actions in South Asia 

and the USA gets -1). 
Note that the position(s) of the player countries/organizations can be shifted by the facilitator if 
there are major alignment changes between the players in the game; for example if Russia and 

China were to come into conflict, the facilitator could move Russia one end node to the left). 
 

Regional Influence Chart with Recommended Start Locations: 
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Regional Influence Chart Modifiers: Markers on the +1 ring modify results at the marker 

location and within one adjacent square by +1 (-1 in the opposite quadrant). Markers on the +2 
ring modify results at the marker location by +2/-2, and in adjacent squares by +1/-1. Markers on 

the +3 ring modify results at the marker location by +3/-3, in adjacent squares by +2/-2, and in 
squares two places away by +1/-1.  
 

Random Events: The facilitator draws a random event card at the start of round 2 and each 
subsequent round and implements the effects before the China player turn (alternatively the 

Facilitator may decide to draw a random event card on Round 1 or to draw an event card at the 
start of each player turn). The facilitator should not reveal the card because he/she always has the 
option to treat an event as no effect or implement the effects of a secret argument during the 

Random Event phase. The draw pile is reshuffled after each card is drawn and resolved, not after 
the deck is exhausted. Random event cards may also be drawn as a result of a natural 12 or 2 die 

roll (see below).  
Note: when an event card is drawn at the beginning of the round it could occur anywhere on the 
map; when a card is drawn as a result of a natural 2 or 12 during a player turn, the event occurs 

in a random location in that country or a location related to the argument.  
As previously mentioned, random events are not typical in matrix games. They were introduced 

as a design element to induce friction in what might otherwise become a purely economic 
competition centered on completing OBOR corridors. In addition to the tension between players, 
random events are designed to induce the friction China can expect to encounter while 

undertaking such an ambitious project. Random events can be considered optional if players or 
the facilitator find that they impact the game in an undesired manner. Playing without random 

events can also serve to reduce "independent variables" when the game is used to analyze 
specific strategy options or approaches.  
Note when an event says "random," use dice to determine region, then country or corridor, etc. If 

drawn because of Double Sixes or Snake Eyes the event is not random, but tied to the die roll 
argument as determined by the facilitator (see below).  

  
Double Sixes: When a player rolls natural double sixes (not a modified roll of 12 or more), that 

player either experiences critical success (double the desired effect) or the facilitator may draw a 
random or specific positive event card based on the argument type. This is a facilitator decision; 

there may not be an appropriate and relevant positive event.  
 

Snake Eyes: When a player rolls natural ones (not a modified roll of 2 or less), that player either 
experiences critical failure (a negative effect) or the facilitator may draw a random or specific 

negative event card based on the argument type. This is a facilitator decision; there may not be 
an appropriate and relevant negative event card.  
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More About Arguments 
 
Players may make arguments in a matrix game about anything they can articulate as relevant to 
the scenario.  The only criterion for judgment is the likelihood of the event transpiring.  With a 

bit of imagination, common sense and rational thinking, it is possible to present persuasive 
arguments about any number of potential activities or conditions. Successful arguments remain 

in effect until stopped by another argument.   
The facilitator must understand the difference between ‘reasonable assumptions’ and ‘established 
facts’. At the end of each game turn, the facilitator should review all player-team arguments, 

successful and failed, and establish any new ‘facts’ for gameplay.  He should also review 
ongoing situations and assess whether they have reached conclusion. 

 
Big Projects: Some actions represent such a large investment in time and effort as to require 
multiple arguments or turns to bring them to fruition (OBOR economic corridors are a structured 

example of big projects that require multiple Economic Chits to complete, usually over the 
course of several turns). Another method for big projects is to make one argument that if 

successful takes more than one turn to complete (i.e., no additional rolls required); how big 
projects are implemented is decided by the facilitator. 
 

Secret Arguments: Players may at times desire to hide an argument from other players. In such 
cases, players should write their argument on paper and present it to the facilitator, announcing 

to the other players the existence of a secret argument.  The facilitator will then adjudge its 
success or failure (by die roll, modified as appropriate) without disclosing to the other player-
teams the argument or its disposition. Facilitators can limit player-team secret arguments per 

game, as more may detract from game dynamics. Another method is to have players make secret 
arguments openly, with the facilitator noting (and enforcing) that other players may not act on 
their knowledge of the secret arguments (this method can speed gameplay). The facilitator may 

also incorporate the effects of a secret argument during the random event phase to increase the 
uncertainty of attribution to a player.  

Secret arguments may be handled in two ways: 
-Single die roll: Secret arguments that fail could narrowly succeed but be exposed, or both fail 
and be exposed based on the degree of failure and the judgment of the facilitator. Secret 

arguments that succeed are not exposed. 
-Two die rolls: Roll separately for the argument/effect, then roll for maintaining secrecy. 

Separate die roll modifiers could apply to each roll.  

 

Opposed Arguments 

For arguments between two players, it is often better to have each player roll in competition 
rather than settle the argument with one roll by the active player. The facilitator applies the 

appropriate modifiers to each player’s roll, high roll wins. In the case of tie the argument fails 
and/or is a stalemate.  
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Optional Rules 

 

Fail Chits: If your argument fails to succeed, you get a "Fail Chit". This is retained and can be 
used at a later stage in the game to re-roll your dice (if the score wasn't what you wanted). This 

helps balance the game and prevent an unlucky player getting placed at a big disadvantage early 
in the game and being demoralized.  
 

Continued Efforts/Momentum: instead of Fail Chits, if an argument fails to succeed, the player 
gains a +1 modifier the next time they make the same argument to represent continued 

investment in the argument or project over time (cumulative). The facilitator must decide if this 
bonus requires the continued argument be made on the next turn, or any future turn. This bonus 
mitigates against bad rolls similar to Fail Chits.  

 
Pakistan and Iran Influence: to better reflect the unique relationships between Pakistan and 

China and Russia and Iran, those countries can be represented separately on the Regional 
Influence Tracker.  
 

Random Region/Major Country Determination Roll 2 six-sided dice (2D6) and consult the 
table below. To determine a random country within a region the facilitator rolls 1D6 or 2D6 as 

appropriate and makes a similar determination. 
 
2: Oceania 

3: Africa 
4: Middle East 

5: Europe 
6: Central Asia 
7: Russia 

8: India 
9: South Asia 

10: China 
11: US 
12: ASEAN 
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Player Background and Objectives 

 

 

PLAYERS DO NOT READ FURTHER 

 

 

 

 

DO NOT DISSEMINATE TO ALL PLAYERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACILITATOR SHOULD PROVIDE TO PLAYERS BASED ON COUNTRY 

ASSIGMENT 
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Player Background and Objectives: China 

 

Objectives: 

-Complete as many OBOR corridors as possible, including the China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor (CPEC), to improve your economy.  
-Expand influence into the Pacific as far as possible. 

-Complete additional infrastructure corridors if possible.  
-Raise Chinese Prestige and Support.  

-Maintain sovereignty: no foreign access or support in China, Autonomous Regions or Taiwan  
-When possible counter US efforts.  
-Prevent war: you need trade income to preserve your economy.  

-Acquire overseas access, basing rights, and actual overseas bases if possible.  
-Improve expeditionary military capabilities 

 
Initial Conditions: 
-1 for expeditionary Military actions (outside of China). 

-1 Economic chit every 3 turns (removed during the reset phase of turns 3, 6, 9, etc. This 
represents China's forecasted economic downturn without additional export markets. This 

modifier cannot be argued away, only overcome by OBOR development.  
+1/+2 Economic Action(s) for every OBOR economic corridor completed that connects to 
China. 

-3 to all player arguments for access to corridor segments in China to represent China's cultural 
and legal resistance to foreign investment in China.  

-Deployed forces/capabilities/bases/access (not depicted on map): 
-Woody Island (SCS): Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMs 
-Subi Island (SCS): Air Field 

-Mischief Reef (SCS): Naval Base 
-Fiery Cross Reef (SCS): Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, ADA 

-Djibouti: Naval Base 
 
Background: 

 

China is a power returning to its rightful place in the world.  While many in the West talk about 

the “rise of China,” we know that this should more accurately be called the “return of China,” as 
China again resumes its normal place at the center of world affairs before the “Century of 
Humiliation” (1840s-1940s), in which China was brought low by the West and Japan.  The high 

levels of economic growth for the past 30 years have greatly facilitated China’s return in both 
Asia and the wider world.   
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However, there are challenges to this return.  Internationally, the United States and its network of 
bases in client states, like Japan, still represent an archaic Imperialist-Cold War legacy in the 

region.  Asia and China have changed and the regional order in Asia should reflect new realities.  
The growth of OBOR corridors has a normative effect providing an alternative set of rules and 

norms for international economic transactions.  Internally, there are potential challenges to our 
economic and political stability.  While growth rates have been impressive, they have slowed in 
recent years, and we have excess capacity that needs new investment opportunities.  

Development of OBOR corridors will mitigate the economic slowdown.  Moreover, the 
economic boom of the past decades has been concentrated in coast cities, with much of the 

interior of China left out of the boom.  OBOR corridors could assist in spreading economic 
development to the impoverished interior.  In addition, some interior areas like the Tibet and 
Xinjiang Autonomous Regions have separatist movements.  (Note: These special regions of 

China represent areas with significant minority populations and are shaded light red. They are 
subject to unrest or terrorism that may affect economic corridors passing through them via event 

cards or successful arguments)  
 

We have several objectives: (1) raise the status and prestige of China back to the preeminent 

level it had for thousands of years before; (2) develop OBOR (and other) corridors to improve 
China’s economy and influence in the world; and (3) challenge the US-led order in Asia.  When 

making arguments, the themes of the return of China and undoing the “Century of Humiliation” 
are important as well as actions that reflect justice against past wrongs and restoration to how 
things should be.  We are particularly concerned with “core national security issues” like the 

status of Tibet and Taiwan as integral parts of China, and also the maintenance of the “Nine 
Dash Line” in historic waters in the South China Sea. 

 
In arguments about controversial items or disputes, it is important to first establish blame, who 
has wronged China, and why our actions are only seeking justice.  When engaging positively 

with India, Russia, and ASEAN, stress the new world that is re-emerging after the Cold War, a 
world of multipolarity, BRICS, and rise of the non-Western civilizations.  If you have arguments 

against smaller states, like India, ASEAN, etc., references to your paternalism in helping them to 
better themselves by teaching them lessons can be useful.  When possible, stress the positive 
benefits of Sino-American cooperation and the long history of it going back to Nixon and 

Kissinger; if necessary, references to the archaic regional order in Asia with colonial bases 
reflecting a past era can be used if the Americans don’t understand the world has changed.  

Drawing attention to the double standards and hypocrisy of other actors is also useful when they 
are framing things in terms of a rules-based international order. 
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Player Background and Objectives: India 

 

Objectives: 

-Maintain dominant position in the Indian Ocean Region; allow economic development but not 
military interference by foreign powers.  
-Complete International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC); open and complete the India 

Corridor if beneficial.  
-Look for alternate ways to bolster economy (possible new India-based corridors).  

-Improve economic relations with ASEAN, EU and USA 
-Attempt to maintain non-aligned status; only reconsider if China is exceptionally militarily 
aggressive.  

 
Initial Conditions:  

-When rolling for arguments apply -1 on odd die rolls (raw die roll before other modifiers) to 
represent the random and bureaucratic nature of Indian decision-making (i.e., even die rolls are 
unmodified).  

-Deployed forces/capabilities/bases/access (not depicted on map): 
-Tajikistan: Air Field 

-Andaman Islands: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMS, Infantry 
-Nicobar Islands: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMS, Infantry 
-Seychelles Islands: ISR 

-Assumption Island: Air Field, Dock 
-Madagascar: ISR 

-Mauritius: ISR 
-Oman:  Defense Agreement, Naval Basing Rights 
-Qatar: Defense Agreement 

-Maldives: Naval Access 

 

Background: 

India is a developing country with a large and growing population, where many remain below 
the poverty line.  We need to develop its infrastructure, attract investment, and secure energy and 

resources.  India enjoys a central position in between the two bands of OBOR and geographically 
dominates the Indian Ocean.  Even though the economic benefits of OBOR and ties with China 

are important for us, there are also concerns about losing its dominant position in South Asia and 
the Indian Ocean region (in particular to China-Pakistan).   

 

An additional challenge for is dealing with the legacies of the “Steel Frame of the Raj” our 
bureaucracy, which is both overstretched and cumbersome. The combination of a lack of 

resources, corruption, communication, and stovepipes, can make taking action a difficult and 
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slow process unless bureaucracy is successfully reformed.  But forcing change on the babus in 
South Block will be challenging! 

  
We have a need to chart an individual course in the coming decades.  Just as our country has 

many different languages, religions, and people, we have many contesting narratives in our 
strategic culture and how we can secure our objectives. While to the outside world our narratives 
can be seen to work in opposition to each other, however they can also provide flexibility in 

creating arguments.  Jai Hind! 
 

For example, India has a long tradition of autonomy and non-alignment.  During the Cold War, 
we sought to be non-aligned from both camps.  On the other hand, by the 1950s-60s, India 
“tilted” towards the Soviet Union, both the in the US-USSR Cold War and the Sino-Soviet split.  

While India’s relationship with the US was cool and distant, the relationship with China was 
hostile, particular after China defeated India in a border war in 1962.  To this day, the border is 

not settled between between us and remains an irritant in relations.  Another major concern is 
that China supports our traditional security rival, Pakistan. 

 

India seeks to have good relations with a variety of actors, without becoming too closely linked 
with any one of them.  This seemingly contradictory set of preferences has legacies that can be 

seen today.  India would like to have closer relations with the US for security and economic 
reasons, but it does not want to lose its relationship with Russia or Iran, or antagonize China.  
Russia and Iran remain important, and India does not desire to pick between the US and 

Russia/Iran.  For the past 20 years, we have sought closer economic and security relations with 
Asia, in particular ASEAN, but also Japan and China.  These economic and security ties will 

connect India into the economic growth in the rest of Asia.  While India does fear the rise of 
Chinese influence, particularly in its own region, it also sees value in economic ties with China 
to help India’s economy.   

 
Generally speaking, when making arguments about Indian actions, arguments that incorporate 

ideas of autonomy and non-alignment are more realistic than arguments of formal alliances, 
picking sides, etc.  In terms of specific actors: engagement with Russia-Iran (and China) is 
normally framed through non-western solidarity, multipolarity, BRICS, etc.; engagement with 

the US is framed through “natural relations” between democracies and open, multi-cultural 
societies; and relations with ASEAN (and China) are normally framed though the language of 

pan-Asian cultural and historic ties, and the like “Look East” and (since 2014) “Act East” 
policies 
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Player Background and Objectives: Russia 

 

Objectives: 

-Complete INSTC & OBOR corridors connecting to Russia and Iran.  
-Attempt to thwart US and China whenever possible.  
-Support India as long as it is non-aligned (not too close to US) 

-Support conflict and insurgency wherever possible if it supports above, but avoid war.  
 

Initial Conditions: 

+1 to all Cyber arguments (sub-type of Information).  
+1 to all Military arguments utilizing asymmetric warfare ("gray zone" tactics).  

-Deployed forces/capabilities/bases/access (not depicted on map): 
-Lebanon: Naval Base 

-Syria: Air Base, Troops 
-Tajikistan: Air Base 
-Kyrgyzstan: Air Base 

-Armenia: Army Base, Air Base 
-Georgia: Army Base 

-Kazakhstan: ISR, ABM Test Range, Space Launch Facility 
-Vietnam: Naval Resupply Facility Cam Ranh Bay 

 

Background: 

Russia is returning to its central location in the heartland of the Eurasian landmass.  Russia has 

experienced a cycle of history alternating between moments of great power and influence 
(Russia is the power that defeated both Napoleon and Hitler), and “Times of Troubles” when 
weak political leadership and internal unrest were fomented by outside forces.  Russia is now 

emerging from the latest “Time of Troubles” (the 1990s) when Russia was weak, lost strategic 
territory, and laid prostrate at the hands of the West and China.   

 
Russia has many strategic partnerships and seeks to improve them and extend Russian influence 
where possible.  The most important is to build corridors to our partner Iran.  While Russia 

works with China officially, you have concerns about their growing influence so it is important 
to see that China’s efforts are not successful (unless it benefits Russia).  Russia has long-held 

strategic ties with India and would like to continue this relationship.  On the other hand, India 
has have made disquieting comments about closer relations with the US.  This is not acceptable.  
Our main goal is to focus on the main security rival and threat to Russia, the US, and to frustrate 

their actions.  We concentrate on doing this through asymmetric or gray zone tactics: cyber and 
conflict below the level of war.  Maskirovka, or deception, should be at the heart of any action. 
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When making arguments, it is important to stress the rightful place of Russia in the international 
system.  It should be taken as a given that the world is multipolar, not unipolar, and Russia (and 

India, China, etc.) all have roles to play in it not just the US.  You should pay particular attention 
to the territories of the former Soviet Union and what takes place there, the “near aboard” or 

nasha (ours).  It can be useful to spread alternative narratives, even outlandish ones, when 
making arguments because they can confuse players and at times lead to new narratives that 
others carry.  If caught with a fake narrative, drop it and create new ones.  The truth is a very 

subjective tool that can be both created and destroyed.   
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Player Background and Objectives: ASEAN 

 

Objectives: 

-Attempt to maintain economic relations with China but security relations with the US.  
-Attempt to prevent all conflict. 

-Attempt to protect member interests in the South China Sea.  
 

Initial Conditions: 
-When rolling for arguments apply -1 on odd die rolls (raw die roll before other modifiers) to 
represent the random and bureaucratic nature of Indian decision-making (i.e., even die rolls are 

unmodified).  
- Military arguments allowed under the following conditions: 

-May use a D or I or E chit for a unilateral military argument by one (or more) member 
country/countries. 
 

Background: 

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) is a regional organization of Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and 
Myanmar (Burma).  We came about out of the necessity of working together in the Cold War to 
maintain national sovereignty in the face of the conflicts and domestic political unrest.  As the 

Cold War thawed were able to achieve a long-time ambition and expand the organization to 
cover all of the region including even Communist and former revolutionary states (Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Myanmar, etc.).  Given the history and culture of the region, ASEAN tries to manage 
relations both internally and externally through the “ASEAN way”: consultation, consensus, and 
non-interference.  This is key given the different concerns, political systems, and histories our 

member nations have.   
 

ASEAN needs good economic relations with China, and good security relations with the US.  
China’s intentions towards some of our member’s EEZs in the South China Sea are worrying 
(Vietnam, the Philippines, Brunei, and Indonesia), however China has been willing to use 

economic assistance to some ASEAN members in return (Cambodia and Laos) to prevent 
ASEAN from taking a united stance against China.  Our emphasis on consensus has arguably 

frustrated ASEAN’s ability to take more decisive actions.  There have been calls for ASEAN to 
both reform into a majoritarian forum that can take action and to improve our ability to have 
common security policy. 

 
When making arguments, “the ASEAN way” is an important framing device: consultation, 

consensus, and non-interference.  Depending on which country you are dealing with, various 
language can be helpful: the US long standing security ties (in particular Thailand, the 
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Philippines, Indonesia, and Singapore) and the importance of the rules-based international order 
(EEZs, freedom of navigation, international law of the sea, etc.); with India, the long-standing 

historical and cultural links (pan-Asianism, non-alignment, etc.); with China, shared cultural-
historic ties and economic benefits of cooperation; with Russia, shared interest in peace, stability, 

and economic growth. 
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Player Background and Objectives: EU 

 

Objectives: 

-Complete as many OBOR corridors as possible. 
-Invest in Russia-linked corridors only if Russia behaves responsibly.  
-Attempt to avoid direct conflict with China and Russia and to prevent conflict among other 

players; you need to improve trade to sustain your economy.  
 

Initial Conditions: 

-When rolling for arguments apply -1 on odd die rolls (raw die roll before other modifiers) to 
represent the consensus (and often contentious) nature of EU decision-making (i.e., even die rolls 

are unmodified).  
-Military arguments allowed under the following conditions: 

-May use a D or I or E chit for a unilateral military argument by one member country. 
-May, in conjunction with the US, conduct a NATO military argument/action (requires 
both an EU and a US M chit). 

-Deployed forces/capabilities/bases/access (not depicted on map): 
-Afghanistan: Air Field, Troops 

-Middle East: Djibouti, Abu Dhabi (Naval Bases; France) 
-Indian Ocean: La Réunion (Naval Base; France) 

 

 
Background: 

The European Union’s (EU) position towards OBOR holds many paradoxes.  On the one hand, 
the EU is a major economic actor with a combined weight similar to that of the US or China.  
We matter in the setting of global rules and norms on trade.  On the other hand, we’ve been 

caught up with other issues, both internal (the debt crisis and the dangers of states leaving, 
BREXIT), and in own region, in particular the migration crisis and an aggressive Russia.  

Russia’s asymmetric actions in Ukraine, probing (both military and cyber) of EU and Western 
states’ sovereignty, and its leverage in energy over the EU are all major causes of concern.  
While the EU wants to engagement with Russia, can only work with Russia if it “behaves.”   

 
Similarly, while economic engagement with China is important, OBOR “Business Rules” need 

to be established first to make sure that economic competition is fair between EU businesses and 
Chinese ones, many of which enjoy unfair trading practices.  Once the rules are in place, the EU 
needs to invest in corridors to improve sluggish economic growth rates in the EU.  Lastly, if the 

EU seems to lag in its response to OBOR, this is due to a combination of internal problems 
dominating the attention of EU leaders, and also the geographic and cultural distance of the EU 

from Asia.  While many EU leaders recognize the importance of Asia and the OBOR corridors, 
taking action on them can be a slow process.  
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When making arguments, it is important for us to stress the importance of “rules and 
routinization” that deals and action should be done in a transparent fashion and according to a set 

of rules that has been mutually agreed upon.  That is how we brought peace and stability to 
Europe and it is a workable model for other regions.  While the EU is part of the West, we have 

certain “soft power” advantages over our American allies, given their focus on hard power.  This 
can be used to your advantage in making arguments that stress soft power of mutual benefit and 
cooperation over conflict.  To use an Anglo-Saxon colloquialism, we can be the good cop to the 

American bad cop.  When engaging with the US, arguments that reference shared liberal-
democratic values, international law and human rights, etc. can be useful.  In a more 

confrontational argument, references to the need to uphold international law, respect for human 
rights, legal regimes etc. are important. 
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Player Background and Objectives: US & Allies 

 

Objectives: 

-Undermine China and Russia whenever possible.  
-Support India and ASEAN whenever possible.  
-Prevent and/or avoid war, but not at any cost.  

-Thwart Chinese activities in SCS and OBOR corridors toward Oceania and Australia.  
-Maintain all treaties (Japan, Korea, Australia, Thailand, Philippines), including the Taiwan 

Relations Act.  
 
Initial Conditions: 

+1 to Military arguments 
+1 to Surveillance arguments (subtype of Intelligence/Informational Actions).  

-Deployed forces/capabilities/bases/access (not depicted on map; not exhaustive) 
-Syria/Iraq: Defer to current news 
-Kuwait: ISR, Mechanized Troops 

-Saudi Arabia: Air Field 
-Bahrain: Naval Base 

-Qatar: Air Field 
-UAE: Air Field, ISR,  
-Oman: Air Field, ISR 

-Djibouti: Air Field, ISR 
-Diego Garcia: Naval Base, Air Field, Logistics, Prepositioned Stocks  

-Afghanistan: Air Field, ISR, Troops 
-Singapore: Naval Basing Access 
-Darwin: Marines 

-Okinawa: Air Field, ISR, Marines 
-Japan: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, BMD, Prepositioned Stocks 

-South Korea: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, BMD, Troops, Prepositioned Stocks 
-Guam: Air Field, BMD, Prepositioned Stocks 
-Oceania: American Samoa (Base), Kwajalein (Base) 

 
 

Background: 

The US is the dominant international power, and it has been since its “unipolar moment” in 1945 
when it shaped the international system.  In the 1940s, the US and its allies set up foundations for 

the modern international system: the UN, NATO, the Bretton Woods institutions (World Bank, 
IMF, and later the WTO), and others.  In successive National Security Strategies, we have 

committed ourselves to the maintenance of a rules-based international order as one of vital 
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security concerns.  We are also concerned with the emergence of a rival peer competitor (China 
or Russia), and regional instability that threatens international political and economic order.   

 
The US maintains five mutual defense treaties in Asia (Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand, 

and the Philippines) and has a strong but unofficial relationship with Taiwan (governed by the 
Taiwan Relations Act).  Moreover, in the past decades we have increased security relationships 
with many ASEAN states (in particular Singapore, Indonesia, and Malaysia), and India.  Because 

of our military and intelligence assets in the region, we enjoy some advantages in these actions.   
 

Going back for foundational documents like the Declaration of Independence, we tend to coach 
arguments in terms of values of freedom (political and economic), liberty, democracy, and 
human rights.  These are not only American values, they are universal values, shared by all/most.  

References to the rules-based international order and how the system benefits all (would China 
or India have the economic growth they enjoy without the US system?) are also useful in making 

arguments.  When making arguments against other actors, the other actors will be framed as 
transgressors or violators of international or universal norms and values. 
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START CONDITIONS SUMMARY 
 

Game Turn: Round 1 
DIME Chits: per DIME Table 

Prestige: as indicated in Prestige Table 
Regional Influence: as indicated on the Regional Influence Chart 

Player Turn:  China 
 
Capabilities (may be annotated on map or with counters depending on size) 

 
China 

Woody Island (SCS): Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMs 
Subi Island (SCS): Air Field 
Mischief Reef (SCS): Naval Base 

Fiery Cross Reef (SCS): Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, ADA 
Djibouti: Naval Base 

 
India 

Tajikistan: Air Field 

Andaman Islands: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMS, Infantry 
Nicobar Islands: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, SAMS, Infantry 

Seychelles Islands: ISR 
Assumption Island: Air Field, Dock 
Madagascar: ISR 

Mauritius: ISR 
Oman:  Defense Agreement, Naval Basing Rights 

Qatar: Defense Agreement 
Maldives: Naval Access 
 

Russia:  

Lebanon: Naval Base 

Syria: Air Base, Troops 
Tajikistan: Air Base 
Kyrgyzstan: Air Base 

Armenia: Army Base, Air Base 
Georgia: Army Base 

Kazakhstan: ISR, ABM Test Range, Space Launch Facility 
Vietnam: Naval Resupply Facility Cam Ranh Bay 
 

ASEAN: NA 

 

EU: 

Afghanistan: Air Field, Troops 

Middle East: Djibouti, Abu Dhabi (Naval Bases; France) 

Indian Ocean: La Réunion (Naval Base; France) 
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United States (not exhaustive) 

Syria/Iraq: Defer to current news 

Kuwait: ISR, Mechanized Troops 
Saudi Arabia: Air Field 

Bahrain: Naval Base 
Qatar: Air Field 
UAE: Air Field, ISR,  

Oman: Air Field, ISR 
Djibouti: Air Field, ISR 

Diego Garcia: Naval Base, Air Field, Logistics, Prepositioned Stocks 

Afghanistan: Air Field, ISR, Troops 
Singapore: Naval Basing Access 

Darwin: Marines 

Okinawa: Air Field, ISR, Marines 

Japan: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, BMD, Prepositioned Stocks 

South Korea: Naval Base, Air Field, ISR, BMD, Troops, Prepositioned Stocks 
Guam: Air Field, BMD, Prepositioned Stocks 

Oceania: American Samoa (Base), Kwajalein (Base) 
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One Belt One Road 

Poor returns on China’s OBOR in-

vestments cause an economic col-

lapse in China.  

China –2E 

All players –1E 

Subsequent Reset Phases: each play-

er rolls 1D6: 1-4 recover 1E until 

loss(es) normalized 

Chinese Economic Bubble 

Political Scandal or Corruption oc-

curs in random location.  

If Player: -1 to all arguments until 

resolved 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

 

Scandal/Corruption 

 

   

    

No Event 

No Effect 

 

 

 

Random Event Card 

No Event 

No Effect No Effect No Effect No Effect 

No Event No Event No Event 



Terrorism! 

North Korea Provocations 

Random Player 

+1E 

1D6 = Duration 

1-2: 1 Turn 

4-5: 2 Turns 

6: 3 Turns 

Loans/Credit Offered 

Random Neutral Country (1D6) 

1-2: Africa 

3-4: Middle East 

5: Central Asia 

6: South Asia 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Civil War! 

Random Location 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful India argument to resolve  

Pak-India Border Clash 

Terrorist incident in random player 

country (1D6). 

1: China   2: India   3: Russia 

4: ASEAN   5: EU   6: US 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

 

   

    

Economic Upturn 

Location (1D6): 

1-5: Random Region 

6: Global 

+1E to affected Players 

Canceled by Economic Downturn  

 

 

1-4: Natural   5-6: Man-made  

Details and scope (country or re-

gional) determined by Facilitator 

+1 Prestige to most active player   

response 

 

 

Disaster! Border Incident: China  

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful US and/or Chinese argu-

ment to resolve 



Negative Media 

Random location 

Extent, value and effect determined 

by Facilitator (typically +1E to      

affected player(s)) 

Oil/Gas/Mineral Discovery 

1-2: Tibet   4-5: Xinjiang   6: China 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful Chinese argument to re-

solve 

-1 all China arguments until resolved 

Unrest in China 

Environmental disaster on OBOR 

corridor (Random location). 

-1 China Prestige 

-1 China Influence in affected re-

gion 

China access to affected region re-

moved 

Terrorism in random non-player 

country/region (1-5 Country, 6 re-

gion) 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

Terrorism!  

   

    

Terrorism in China 

Location (1D6): 

1-2: Tibet   3-4: Xinjiang                  

5: Pakistan Border   6: China 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

 

 

Renewed pirate activity vs. random 

player. 

1-4: Horn of Africa 

5-6: Strait of Malacca 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

 

 

 

Piracy! OBOR Env. Disaster 

Random player country 

-1 Prestige 

Details determined by Facilitator 

 

Random location 

Extent, value and effect determined 

by Facilitator (typically +1E to      

affected player(s)) 

Oil/Gas/Mineral Discovery 



Poor OBOR Infrastructure 

Random player country 

+1 Prestige 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Favorable Media 

Pakistan provocations with India. 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful India and/or Chinese ar-

gument(s) to resolve 

Pakistan Provocations 

Regional Free Trade Agreement 

established/revised. 

Random Region 

+1E per affected player 

Location (1D6): 

1-5: Random Region 

6: Global 

-1E to affected Players 

Canceled by Economic Upturn  

Economic Downturn  

   

    

Fishing/Economic Dispute 

Random Location 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument to resolve 

 

 

Cyber attack versus random player 

country by random country. 

Details, source, attribution and af-

fect determined by Facilitator 

Successful I argument to resolve 

 

 

Cyber Attack Regional Free Trade 

Random Chinese developed OBOR 

segment. 

-1 China Prestige 

Remove China E chit(s) from seg-

ment 

-1 additional Chinese Prestige loss if 

not repaired at earliest opportunity 

Severe weather (1-4) or regional 

storm (5-6) strikes random country 

or region. 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

+1 Prestige to most active player   

response 

Severe Weather 



Unrest 

Government collapses in random 

non-player country connected to 

OBOR due to protests 

-1 China Prestige 

Remove any Chinese access 

Change of Government  

 

   

    

 

 

 

Random location 

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

If player country, -1 to all argu-

ments until resolved 

Iran conducts provocative actions.  

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument(s) to resolve 

Iran Provocations Iran Goes Nuclear 

Iran completes nuclear program.  

1D6 = Severity 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument(s) to resolve 

1D6 to determine direction of Afghan 

War. 

1: Resolved successfully  

2-5: Continued Stalemate 

6: Collapse 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument(s) to resolve 

Fate of Afghanistan 

1D6 to determine direction of Iraq 

War. 

1-2: Resolved successfully  

3-5: Continued Stalemate 

6: Civil War 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument(s) to resolve 

Fate of Iraq 

1D6 to determine direction of Syrian 

Civil War. 

1: Resolved successfully  

2-5: Continued Stalemate 

6: Collapse 

Details determined by Facilitator 

Successful argument(s) to resolve 

Fate of Syria 
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Cyber Attack

Cyber 

Security

Cyber 

Security

Cyber Attack

China China China China

Diplomatic Information Military Economic
China China China China

Diplomatic Information Military Economic
China China China China

Diplomatic Information Military Economic
China China China China

Diplomatic Information Military Economic
China China China China

Diplomatic Information Military Economic

China China China

Media Coast Guard Island Development
China China China

Information Coast Guard Oil/ Gas
China China China

Information Navy Oil/ Gas
China China China

Information Special Forces Fishing
China China China

Information Special Forces Fishing
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Media Media
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Russia Russia Russia
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Russia Russia Russia
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Russia Russia Russia Russia
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Player Turn Player Turn Game Round Game Round Commercial Ships Money Money

Media Media Media Commercial Ships Commercial Ships Money Money

Momentum Momentum Momentum Momentum Momentum Money Money
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Unrest Scandal Corruption Provocation Attack Civil War Disaster Disaster

Unrest Scandal Corruption Provocation Attack Civil War Disaster Disaster

Terrorism Piracy Exercise FTA Agreement Fishing Dispute Oil/Gas Disaster Disaster

Terrorism Piracy Exercise FTA Agreement Fishing Dispute Oil/Gas Disaster Disaster
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